"None of this would have been possible without the grant we received from the Wisconsin Humanities Council."

Erik Wright, Wisconsin Veterans Museum about Talking Spirits XXI Cemetery Forest Hill Tour
"A beautiful and fun way to learn of people who impacted our community and the history behind it all."

Participant in Talking Spirits XXI: Forest Hill Cemetery Tour of Wisconsin Veterans Museum funded by the WHC

A LASTING IMPACT

Libraries throughout District 2 are community hubs, crucial sources of information and connection for people of all ages and every background. To support librarians' efforts to dismantle racism in their libraries, communities and personal lives, staff of the Southcentral Library System organized a half-day pre-conference session for the Wisconsin Library Association that was taught by Ijeoma Oluo, author of So You Want to Talk About Race. The event was open to the public and drew 141 people. "Sincere thanks to the Wisconsin Humanities Council Grant Program for providing support to bring Ijeoma Oluo to Wisconsin and helping WI libraries become inclusive, welcoming spaces for our state's residents," said Shawn Bromer of SCLS.